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What is the #1 cause of overlooking 

antiselection as well as most 

underwriting errors in 2015?
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The myth that productivity (grinding out cases) is as

important – God forbid, more important – than quality of 

underwriting!

Are oodles of metrics in the hands of eager-to-please 

new business executives a bottom-line (profitability) 

disaster waiting to happen?
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How do transient C-people impact our 

concerns about antiselection?
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 In the old days, CEOs, presidents, COOs, etc., came up 

through the ranks of insurers

 Today, they often come from outside the insurer/industry, with 

a job “life expectancy” of ≤ 3 years and a “golden parachute”

Will they over-emphasize short-term revenue and robust cost-

slashing because they are largely insulated against the eventual

bottom line consequences of inadequate underwriting and 

excessive antiselection?
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Is woeful paramedical compensation a risk 

factor for antiselection (due to hurrying, etc.)

as well as a nidus for fraudulent collusion 

with “interested parties?
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Information from a recent, highly credible source 

shows that average compensation for paramedical 

examiners is in the range of $8/hour…and they often 

don’t get reimbursed for mileage or other out-of-pocket 

expenses

How can we reasonably expect consistent high quality 

performance, plus no increase in antiselection/fraud? 
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Can simplified premiums be as low as fully 

underwritten premiums?

Some carriers insist this is necessary to make simplified 

attractive to buyers.

Chronic disease support groups help members find highly 

favorable insurance purchasing opportunities.

If cigarette smoking is “worth” 4 tables and simplified has no 

cotinine screening, will tobacco-driven antiselection have major 

mortality implications for these products?
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Antiselection Insulation

 Rx reports + 2nd look 3 months later

 MIB records + 2nd look 3 months later

Fly in the (Rx records) ointment?

Most pharmacy record providers will not agree to use of 

backup provider…a desirable scenario that would 

increase total Rx “hit rates” by 7% to 11%
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Out-of-Pocket Testing

 Coronary calcium scoring for $100; 400+ score = high CAD, 

future MI and mortality risks

 Mail order comprehensive blood profile (missing only CDT and 

NT-proBNP) for $100, with local blood draw

 Carotid intima-media thickness, abdominal aortic aneurysm, 

lung cancer screening also available at low cost 

How have/will these affordable tests impact antiselection?
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The Theranos Phenomenon

 100s of tests with a single drop of blood

 Purchased a la carte and out-of-pocket by consumers –

no M.D. involved

 Facilities in Walgreens stores nationwide?

Will the projected cost of these tests blunt their antiselection 

impact – or – will the ability to target specific tests increase 

antiselection?
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“Never Let Kids Play with Guns!”

What are the implications of the 

proliferation of medical Smartphone 

apps?
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 There are over 100 for hypertension alone

 Only 14% actually measure BP

 None are validated for accuracy against mercury 

sphygmomanometry 

 Nevertheless, they are the most popular apps and get 

consistently favorable user reviews

Kuehn. Journal of the AMA. 313,14(2015):1406
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Melanoma “Detection” with Smartphone Apps

 By 2012, there were already 4 apps to assess odds of 

melanoma in pigmented lesions

 Only 1 sent photos to a dermatopathologist

 Other 3 misconstrued 1 out of 3 melanomas as benign moles!

Consider this DOOMSDAY sequence…

Wolf. JAMA Dermatology. 149,4(2013):422
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 Wife says “shouldn’t you have the doctor look at that mole on your thigh?”

 Husband says “no worries…my Smartphone says it’s benign”

 Husband buys $1 million of term; no need to mention that “benign” mole, eh? 

 6 months later, wife says “now that mole is crusted and bleeding, I think you 

need to have it looked at”

 Husband says “OK already, get off my back! I’ll do it as soon as I can!”

 9 months later, husband finally sees his M.D.

 Diagnosis: 3.6 mm, level IV superficial spreading melanoma; 2 positive nodes 

and liver metastases
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Electronic Health Records (EHRs)

The rest of the story…
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 Will physicians resist documentation if it inhibits their clinical 

productivity? YES

 Will physicians insert false documentation with intent of over-

billing health insurers? YES

 Will patient insistence on MDs making “corrections” be 

commonplace? YES

 Will concerns for privacy and “misuse” by insurers motivate 

physicians to exclude “sensitive information?” YES

Sequist. Annals of IM. 162,4(2015):315[editorial]

Sheehy. JAMA Internal Medicine. 174,8(2014):1217[editorial]

Sanbar. MD Anderson Cancer Center. Cited online at www.myopennotes.org

Adler. New England Journal of Medicine. 372,8(2015):698[editorial]

http://www.myopennotes.org
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Scribes
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EHRs have catalyzed a new industry!

 Medical scribes, who enter historic and sometimes current information into 

EHRs, allowing MDs to “see more patients, generate more revenue and 

improve productivity”

 Unlicensed; high school diploma or G.E.D suffices

 Work at home, minimal $$$ and little quality oversight

 20,000 now; 100,000 by 2020

 All employed by private contractors

 Reports say scribes are told to document activities that never happened “to 

increase billable charges”

Tip of a novel incidental nondisclosure iceberg?

Gellert. Journal of the AMA. 313(April 7,2015):1315[editorial]
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Report of a June/July 2015 Antiselection 

Survey

25 direct company chief underwriters from 2 

study groups participated in this survey
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* Based on mean score in a 1 to 5 point rating scale

Magnitude of Perceived Antiselection Risk*

2015 2020

Full underwriting 2.96 3.17 (+.21)

Simplified 3.81 4.11 (+.30)

(+.85) (+.94)
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 SM sees antiselection risk clearly on fully underwritten life business

 SM does not see the magnitude of antiselection risk in simplified 

business to the same (accurate) extent as underwriting executives.

Will this result in underpricing of simplified coverage in order to have 

maximally competitive premiums?

Perceived 

Magnitude

Senior Management 

Recognition

Full underwriting 2.96 3.20 (+.24)

Simplified underwriting 3.81 3.42 (-.39)
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Rating Current Antiselection Drivers

# 1    2.88   Producer choice of paramedical technician 

# 1    2.88   Producer access to APS 

# 3    2.76   Using online vs. teleinterviews

# 4    2.68   Methods of avoiding positive cotinine test

# 5    2.64   Direct-to-Consumer lab testing

# 6    2.48   Producer access to paramedical and lab results 

# 7    2.32   Producer access to pharmacy records

# 7    2.32   Methods of avoiding positive cocaine test

# 9    2.88   Direct-to-Consumer genetic tests

#10   2.04   Direct-to-Consumer  CAC scoring                         
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Rating Novel Sources of Antiselection in 2020

# 1   3.52  Reduced disclosure of sensitive histories

# 2   3.20  Tampering with wearable devices

# 3   3.16  Tampering with e-health records

# 4   2.80  Smartphone health risk self-assessment

# 5   2.72  Confidential wellness program testing

# 5   2.72  Fraudulent social media content 
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Additional Antiselection Sources (cited as “comments”)

# 1 Loss of HIV-1/cotinine test “sentinel effect” against lying in simplified life

#2  Decline in face-to-face sales solicitations

#3  More sophisticated STOLI-like schemes

#5  Increasing identity theft

#5  Organized fraud rings
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Thank you for your gracious attention.

Live Long…and Prosper!

Cheesehead Hank 


